Breast-milk substitutes

SIR

In May 1981, the World Health Assembly broke new ground by overwhelmingly approving an International Code of Marketing of Breast-milk Substitutes. The Code calls for a ban on the advertising of powdered baby milks or other products as a partial or total replacement for breast milk, as well as a ban on the distribution of samples of these products to parents.

This Code was considered vitally important by the 118 nations who recommended it at the World Assembly. They recognised that 'in view of the vulnerability of infants in the early months of life and the risks involved in inappropriate feeding practices ... the marketing of breast-milk substitutes requires special treatment, which makes usual marketing practices unsuitable for these products'.

Despite this, many companies continue indiscriminately to promote their products, while health authorities turn a blind eye. A recent example occurred in the December 1983 issue of Mother magazine, which had a front-cover promotion for Milupa's Infant Drink, including a free sample stuck on the cover. Milupa recommended the use of this fennel and glucose drink 'from one week onwards'.

There is no scientific evidence to suggest that breast-fed infants require additional fluids to satisfy thirst. Drs Jelliffe and Jelliffe (1) go so far as to suggest that human milk 'appears to be designed as a "supply-and-demand" source of nutrients and water, in response to both hunger and thirst'. The Department of Health and Social Services (DHSS) notes, in Present Day Practice in Infant Feeding: 1980, that 'glucose water, or any other fluid, is unnecessary during the neonatal period ...' and expresses some concern that the early introduction of fluids can interfere with the initiation and maintenance of breast-feeding.

Mother magazine has a circulation of just over 72,000 in the United Kingdom, and approximately 1,350 copies overseas. It is read in such countries as New Zealand and Malaysia. Through this indiscriminate promotion, Milupa is subjecting mothers, not only in the UK but also abroad, to unnecessary pressure to introduce a form of bottle-feeding.

Although this form of marketing is prohibited by the World Health Organisation's (WHO) international code, it is not prohibited by a voluntary code issued by the DHSS for the UK. The UK code was drawn up by the Food Manufacturers Federation (FMF), while the WHO code was prepared by scientific experts more concerned with the protection of infant health than with the protection of sales.

The WHO code noted that health professionals have an 'essential role to play in guiding infant feeding practices, encouraging and facilitating breast-feeding, and providing objective and consistent advice.' That role, surely, must also include exerting pressure on health authorities to ensure that the UK code is brought into line with the international standard and that this type of marketing practice is stopped.
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'Sympathy' or 'empathy'?

SIR

With reference to the article by Gregory E Pence, Can Compassion be taught?, JME Vol 9 No 4, December 1983: 'sympathy' or 'empathy'? the activating requirement for both is feeling plus imaginative ability. Like 'insight' and 'intuition', empathy (prefix 'em' → 'en' → 'in') transcends the quality of sympathy by virtue of higher imaginative power and absence of 'self'. Its original meaning has become debased through association with the idea of 'projection of the self' into the feelings of others. Empathy is more precisely sensitive receptivity to the suffering of another or others through available data; and awareness, understanding and experience of humanity and human suffering. Projection is involved, but like 'altruism' need not conflate 'self'. Rather it is an intuitive leap of mind and feeling which encompasses all the aspects of and the condition of the sufferer, and in this respect achieves a deeper insight than sympathy, which is limited by the prefix 'sym' → 'syn' = 'like'.
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News and notes

NHS heart transplants to continue

The Government has decided to provide a further year's support for the heart transplant programme at Papworth and Harefield Hospitals.

Following advice from medical experts that continued support was justified, Kenneth Clarke, Minister for Health, announced that both hospitals will receive £218,000 each in 1984/85.

Mr Clarke said: 'Heart transplants have been performed at Papworth Hospital since January 1979 and at Harefield Hospital since January 1980. Initially they were funded mainly from charitable and voluntary sources which continued until 1982. To enable heart transplantation to continue while its costs and benefits were being evaluated, we then authorised Departmental grants to the two centres which have amounted to £200,000 for each of them in the current financial year.

'We have now received the interim report of the research study sponsored by the Department.

'Because of the practical and ethical difficulties, it was not possible to mount a controlled clinical trial so the value of heart transplants cannot be stated conclusively at this stage. However, an increasing proportion of patients are living longer and are enjoying a better quality of life. The cost of each operation has also shown a tendency to decline.

'It is too early to make a full and final assessment of the indirect benefits of heart transplantation. It has contributed to advances in the field of immunology and immunosuppression and in the development of cardiac biopsy as a routine diagnostic tool. However, the direct benefit to patients receiving a transplant is the main justification for the procedure. Decisions on the provision and funding of heart transplantation in the longer term will be taken in the light of the final report of the research study which is due at the end of 1984.'